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Dover Big Local - Achievements and Plans
A talk by Linda Aldred and Marina White

Reported by Alan Lee

Linda began with a brief history of the
Dover Big Local (DBL) and by outlining

how it is set up and the way it operates.

After a series of local meetings in 2014 a
committee was formed to work on creating
a ‘vision’ for the area. The ‘vision’ was
concentrated into five main areas:

Business and Tourism
Environment and Green Spaces
Arts and Culture
Health and Wellbeing
Communications

Following a series of focus group meetings a
basic idea of what the local people’s views

and ambitions were about the future of the
town, emerged.

By the following year the committee had
reached the stage where they felt that they
were ready to move forward. These views
and ambitions along, with the way DBL was
to be managed and run, were then written
into a formal document as required by the
National Lottery to allow access to Dover’s
£1 million funding and they were then
submitted to the Local Trust for approval.

Dover’s plan for the DBL area and the town
was approved. By 2016 the committee had
decided on some quick start projects and
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drew down the first amount of money from
the £1m. At long last, after nearly 2 years of
planning, the ‘vision’ could start to be
realised.

Many projects in the arts, green spaces and
environment, sports and leisure, economy
and tourism and communication are all
making a difference in Dover with more
exciting ideas for all these areas being
developed all the time. What would you like
to see happen? The staff and committee are
always willing to assist with the planning
stage and the grant application form.

Martina then continued by giving details of
the largest project undertaken so far. Dover
District Council (DDC) offered use of the
old CO-OP building on a short term lease to
DBL. Working closely with DDC, and after
many months of planning, DBL has
converted the building into an area to
encourage people to start up their own
businesses. Charging very low fees for a
space to open a shop, the aim is to allow
people to start and grow a business while
cutting down the risks. It is hoped that
these will then be able to move onto the
high street.  

Now renamed as ‘Co-Innovation’ the
building has just about reached capacity for
office start-ups and small shop units, open 6
days a week - Monday to Saturday. There is
also a children’s area, a café and the
‘Escape’ rooms. A market consisting of over
30 stalls is run on every Thursday and
Saturday.

A major success was the opening of the DBL
Hub in the Charlton Centre. Run by Linda
and 3 part-time staff, this has been so
successful and busy that a second unit has
had to be opened. A whole range of
activities and advice is available including
housing, health, benefits, welfare, job-
seeking, fitness and mental health. Also

included are coffee mornings/social groups
- such as DBL Stitching/Knitting Group, free
advice sessions, advice clinics, cookery
sessions and fitness sessions. A wide variety
of formal Training Courses are run. There is
the chance to volunteer or run your own
projects. Pop into the Hub to find out more
and to connect.

A Repair Café in partnership with Future
Foundry and Transition Dover has been
launched. This provides the opportunity for
people to get a large variety of household
items repaired and to share and learn new
skills. This takes place each month in the
early evening at the Biggin Hall.

DBL is involved with Destination Dover, a 5
year project to attract more tourists and for
them to stay in the town for at least two
days. They have links with the River Dour
Group, Hill at the Heart Project (Old Park
Hill Nature Reserve), the White Cliffs
Countryside Partnership, Kent Wildlife
Trust, Dover smART and many more
organisations. The Big Draw, the
Multicultural Festival, the Urban Fete and
the Dover Music Festival, ‘Unlimited’ and
Pop-Up Business Schools have all been
projects assisted by Dover Big Local.

At present DBL has about half of the money
remaining. If any reader has a project or an
idea they think that may be of benefit then
do please contact Linda or any of the
committee. DBL is always open to fresh
suggestions that will improve the town.

Although DBL started with £1m this has so
far attracted much more money from other
sources, all of which has, and will, benefit
the people of Dover.

2024 will see the 10 years of DBL come to an
end and it is hoped that a beneficial long
lasting legacy of improvement to the town
will have been achieved and continue.




